We give a continuous selection theorem for convex-valued multifunctions satisfying slightly weaker lower semicontinuity assumptions than those which are adopted in the famous Michael Theorem [4] and in [1] .
Let X be a topological space and F : X -► yV(Y) be a multivalued mapping. A function /: X -Y such that f(x) G F(x) (f(x) G F(x) + eB°) for every x G X will be called a selection (e-approximate selection) of F .
A multivalued mapping F: X -► ¿V(Y) is called lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) at x0G X iff for every e > 0 and z g F(x0) there exists a neighborhood Uz of x0 such that zGf]{F(x) + eB°\xG Uz}.
F is called Hausdorff lower semicontinuous (H.l.s.c.) at x0 G X iff for every £ > 0 there exists a neighborhood U of xQ such that F(x0)cf]{F(x) + eB°\xGU}.
Following Deutsch and Kenderov [2] , (see also [3] ), we call F almost lower semicontinuous (a.l.s.c.) at x0G X iff for every e > 0 there exists a neighborhood U of x0 such that f]{F(x) + eB°\xG U}±0. Assume now that X is a paracompact space. The famous Michael Theorem [4] , tells that if F: X -> Wto(Y) is l.s.c, then F admits a continuous selection. The crux of the matter in Michael's proof is to show that F has a continuous £-approximate selection fe for every £ > 0 and then to show that the multivalued mapping G: x -► F(x) n (fe(x) + sB) possesses the same property. Deutsch and Kenderov [2, Theorem 2.4] proved that F: X -■ ^(Y) has a continuous £-approximate selection iff F is a.l.s.c. Unfortunately, for an a.l.s.c. F and a continuous £-approximate selection fe of F the multivalued mapping G defined above may not be a.l.s.c. Involving an interesting by itself geometric lemma, De Blasi and Myjak [1] showed that if F is w.H.l.s.c, then G is also w.H.l.s.c. and therefore Michael's idea of the proof works for weakly Hausdorff lower semicontinuous multifunctions. Since lower semicontinuity does not imply weak Hausdorff lower semicontinuity (and vice versa), Michael's theorem is not a corollary to the De Blasi and Myjak result (and vice versa). However, careful reexamination of the De Blasi and Myjak paper allows us to state Michael's theorem under the assumption, (we call it the weak lower semicontinuity assumption), inspired by their concept of weak Hausdorff lower semicontinuity, but weaker than both lower semicontinuity and weak Hausdorff lower semicontinuity.
Namely, we say that F: X -► AlAiAY) is weakly lower semicontinuous at x0 G X, (w.l.s.c), iff for every £ > 0 and every neighborhood V of x0 there is a point x G V such that for every z g F(x') there is a neighborhood Uz of x0 such that zef]{F(x) + eB°\xeUz}. Since for every x0 G R there exists a sequence (xk) converging to x0 , xk = qk2~"k , «£ -» co, it follows that Hi^M + £#°|x e (x0 -á, x0 + Ô)} -sB° and F is w.H.l.s.c, hence w.l.s.c, but not l.s.c. at every x0 G X. In §2 we give a repetition of the fundamental lemma of De Blasi and Myjak [1] in slightly modified and sharpened form and we state the continuous selection theorem.
Continuous selections of weakly lower semicontinuous multifunctions
The basis for our considerations is constituted by certain stability properties of the intersections of convex sets with the balls. A comprehensive study on such properties will be published by the first author elsewhere. The proof of the lemma below, with y = 2"' , has been given in fact in [1] . Although for the proof of our selection theorem, the statement for 7 = 2" would suffice, the following general statement is more useful for other applications, (see [6, 7] ). Proof. For ô = 0 or r = 0 the statement is obvious, so suppose that ô > 0 and r > 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that e = 0 (since otherwise we can consider E-e instead of E). Fix an arbitrary y g (E + ôrB)n(rB + ôrB) and let u G E he such that y -u G ôrB .
Case 1. Suppose \\y\\ < (1 -ô)r. Then |w| < \\y -u\\ + \\y\\ < r, hence u G E n rB . Thus y = u + (y -u) G E n rB + ôrB c E n rB + M (y, ô)ôrB . 
or every x G L. So let x0gI be such that d(x0) > 0. Choose a cr > 0 such that
Choose a neighborhood W of x0 , W g V , such that, for x, x gW ,
Choose in W a point x such that for every z e F(x') there exists a neighborhood Uz of x0 such that zg[\}{F(x) + oB°\xgUz}.
Now take an arbitrary w g F(x') n (/(*') + Ld(x')B). There exists a neighborhood L^ of x0 such that w G f\iF(x) + aB°\x e uw) ■ Set Ww = W C\ Uw . Since ||w -/(x)|| < \\w -/(x')|| + ||/(x') -/(x)|| < < Ld(x') + 2"V < Lí/(x) -I-a for x e Ww , it follows that Choose t' G W such that x = f(t'), and then for every z G F(f(t')) set Uz = f-\Vz). Then z GP\{F(f(t)) + eB°\t G Uz} . Q.E.D. Remark 1. In order to assure that X x Y is paracompact it suffices to assume, e.g., that X is paracompact and perfectly normal (see [5] ). Remark 2. One can readily verify (arguing by contradiction) that F: X -> yy(Y) is w.l.s.c at x0 iff for every neighborhood V of x0, every e > 0 and every (not necessarily continuous) selection s of F there exists a neighborhood U of x0 such that s(V) n f]{F(x) + eB°\x GU}¿0.
This observation suggests the following generalization. We say that F is convex lower semicontinuous (c.l.s.c.) at x0 if for every neighborhood V of x0 , every £ > 0 and every selection i off there exists a neighborhood U of x0 such that cös(V) nf]{F(x) + sB°\x G U} + 0.
